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NEWSLETTER
FROM THE DESK OF MR TAGG
Dear Parents

I hope this finds you well.

I’m sure you are all looking forward to the end of the year, which is now just over a month away , however there is still
much to do and finish before the end.
As I write to you the Grade 00 children prepare for their little graduation, the Grade Rs prepare for Grade 1 and Grade 5-7
children are writing their end of year exams. For them, tensions are high, however they are all fully prepared and ready and
I’m certain that they will do well.

3 weeks ago, I attended a ‘Heads of Schools’ meeting where the discussion was centered around what top independent
high schools look for in a Grade 7 child. There has been much discussion around this topic amongst Heads of both Prep and
High schools as to how Prep schools should be preparing their children.

The Heads that spoke on a panel were from St Stithian’s Boys and Girls College, St Peters College, St Mary’s School for
Girls Waverley, Kingsmead College and Marist Brothers Linmeyer.
What came out of this discussion was very interesting and informative and warmed my heart.
What do High Schools look for in a Grade 7 child?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A happy, confident and well balanced child.
A Socially and Emotionally stable and confident child.
A child that can hold a conversation and has an awareness of the world around them.
A child that is adaptable, reliable, trustworthy, can cope with change and is independent
A child with good Problem Solving skills and who practices persistence.
A child with a high Emotional Intelligence
Children with good Numeracy and Literacy skills.

All the schools on the panel spoke more about Project based learning in Grade 8 and 9, than academic subjects. The
schools look at a Growth Curriculum where projects or modules not only incorporate the learning areas but also focus
on collaboration and the development of Thinking, Problem Solving and Creative skills.
The Heads of the schools discussed moving away from entrance testing and are focusing more on personal interviews
with the Grade 7 child. The Head of school is less interested in ability but more in the child as a whole. They no longer
deem academic or sporting awards as most important but rather the comments in the Grade 6 and 7 report, as this
gives a good indication of the child’s work ethic, effort and personality.
This discussion reinforced that at 345 and on into CHP, we are preparing our children for what the high schools are
looking for.
While academics are important, it’s not about learning content or their ability to regurgitate facts but rather to teach
our children to think, analyze, understand and apply their knowledge. Among these skills, the development of each
child is what is most important. All the marks and academic ability in the world are worth nothing if our children are
not honest, respectful and well balanced people.
I am deeply confident that as our children grow through the Nursery school and into the Prep school they will be sought
after by the prominent high schools in our vicinity as they are strong, confident, well-balanced, well rounded children
with a superb work ethic.
Have a great November and hang in there, the end is close!

Regards

Stewart Tagg

LADY BUGS

Dear Preschool Parents
It is hard to believe that it is already the
end of October. This month has flown by
as it was jammed packed with activities
and assessment. It is delightful to see so
many smiling faces each day and hope that
they are enjoying school as much as I enjoy
having them here. The children enjoyed
some wonderful learning opportunities
with reptile show animals.
Themes and activities:
People who help us:
What does a Doctor do?
A Doctor leads the medical team in caring
of patients, as the primary health care
provider they treat the sickness and
conditions. Doctor use a stethoscope to
listen to your heart and lungs and make
sure they are healthy. Nurses are treating
patients who are sick and injured.
Fireman
Fireman put out fires and they investigate
the cause of fire. They are wearing the
special suits. If your house is on fire, don’t
try to stop the fire, call them!
Teacher
A teacher is the force that drives the
educational system. They are the ones who
interact with students and have to deal
with the parents. Teachers are helping the
students to succeed.
Police
Policeman and policewomen protect and
serve the country and arrest the criminals.
People who work for the police are called
police officers or policemen. They work out
of a police station.
Chef
Chef is in charge of the kitchen in
restaurants of other places where food is
served. They supervise the preparation of
food. They bake cookies, scones, cakes etc.

Image caption with a few lines
describing what is happening
in each photograph.

PARROTS
We have had a lot of fun in the Parrot class this last month and can’t believe that it is nearly the end of the year. Our first
discussion was about Spring and creepy crawlies. We spoke about how we know Spring has arrived by the beautiful aromas of
the flowers that have started to bloom, changes in the weather, clothing that we wear and the activities that we do. We spoke
about insects and learned some amazing facts. They have three body parts. They can either fly or crawl. A honeybee does a little
dance to show the other bees where the honey is. Butterflies taste with their feet and Dragonflies are able to fly backwards.
Centipedes will regrow their legs if they lose them and some millipedes will curl up into a small ball to protect themselves. We
were all a little horrified how some people like to eat snails with butter and garlic. We spoke about Beetles and Ladybugs. Beetles
can live almost anywhere except in salt sea water and in the arctic. We also spoke about how different insects can be helpful
like the bee and harmful like the mosquito that makes people sick. Our next discussion was about People in our community,
what the word community means and some of the people that help us like Vets, Lifeguards, Scientists, Postman, Teachers,
Doctors, Nurses and Paramedics to name but a few. We all had great fun painting our flowers with our special person outside.
A lovely morning was had by all. We were also treated to a Reptile show where we got to touch a snake and an alligator if we
wanted to. The fun didn’t stop here. We had Slip and Slide day which we all thoroughly enjoyed and had great fun sliding down
the slide and being sprayed with water.

BUTTERFLIES

We have had a very busy month in the Butterfly Class. We started the month off with the theme Spring and Creepy Crawlies. We
learnt about how Winter changes into Spring and about all different kinds of insects. We enjoyed making a rainbow craft and a
butterfly craft. Next, we moved on to the theme People Who Help Us. We learnt about many different professions in our
community. We made a chef craft and a policeman craft. On the 10th of October we had our Special Persons Tea. Our very special
person watched us perform a show for them, we painted biscuits and had some delicious treats with them. It was a day we won’t
soon forget. Wet then had some very cool reptiles come and visit us. We even got to touch a snake and an alligator. We learnt
lots of interesting facts about reptiles.
We ended off the month with a super fun slip n slide day. We enjoyed spending time in the water and with our friends.
“A person's a person, no matter how small.” — Dr. Seuss

BUSY BEES
It certainly has been a busy month and the Bees have been working hard, enjoying the learning opportunities before them.
Special Persons Tea couldn’t have come at a better time. It was indeed an intimate and heart-warming moment for the Bees
as they took time to do an art activity with their special person after the 345 team had entertained them first. The Bees learnt
about community helpers and they expressed their ambitions so much determination and enthusiasm. The Bees felt goose
bumps and nervous as they prepared for the Reptile show. However, it was quite an informative and interesting presentation
and the Bees loved every bit of it as they were so amused to be in contact with live reptiles and their bravery was surely
tested. Then comes the much awaited Slip and Slide day. The Bees had a ball, they had fun and cooled down as they broke
for the midterm break. Assessments are still underway, and the results being presented by the Bees are a clear indicator that
they are now ready for Grade R.

OWLS
The days are flying passed at a rapid pace. My Owls are growing just as rapidly and are nearly ready to enter Grade R. We have
had a busy few weeks, fun and exciting things happening daily. We were privileged to have our Special People come and visit
us on Special Persons Day. What fun we all had. We presented an awesome show and had some delicious biscuits too decorate
together. We had a visit from a very interesting man who came with all sorts of Reptiles and even a few Arachnids and some
hissing cockroaches! Just before we broke up for midterm, we had a fantastic water play day, with water slides galore. We are
making the most of our last few weeks in Grade 00.
By loving them for more than their abilities we show our children that they are much more than the sum of their
accomplishments. Brad Meltzer

